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The Materials Project 

The Materials Project aims to accelerate 

materials innovation and design by providing 

free access to a searchable, interactive 

database of computed materials properties 
spanning most known inorganic compounds. 

The current materialsproject.org release contains 

~30,000 compounds.  Additional compounds are 
added monthly. 

FireWorks is a code for defining, managing, and 

executing scientific workflows.  It can be used to 

automate most types of calculations over 

arbitrary computing resources, including those 

that have a queuing system.  FireWorks is 

intended to be a friendly workflow software that 

is easy to get started with but flexible enough to 

handle complicated use cases. 

Main Components: 

• LaunchPad (Server) 

      - Manages workflows (can add, query the  

        state of, or rerun workflows)  

• FireWorkers (Workers) 

      - Run jobs (request workflows from the  

        LaunchPad, execute them, and send back  

        information) 

The basic infrastructure of FireWorks 

BaseSite 

BaseSite is the newly developed front-end user 

interface for FireWorks.  The goal of BaseSite is to 

facilitate the utilization of FireWorks in real-world 

scenarios, such as the Materials Project.  BaseSite 

can be used to provide a simplistic, easy-to-

navigate visualization for any FireWorks-based 
workflow system. 

FireTask 
• An atomic computing job 

 

FireWork  
• Contains all information 

needed to run a job (as a 

JSON specification, “spec”) 

 

Workflow 
• A set of FireWorks with 

dependencies between 

them 

The FireWorks Workflow Model: 

The home page of BaseSite 

A summarized view of the spec for FireWork 354099 

BaseSite visualizations showing the current states of 

FireWorks and Workflows 


